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Enterprise and Lifelong Learning Committee

Meeting  14 June 2000

Highland Economic Situation

At its meeting on 31 May the Committee agreed to consider a representation form
Highland Council and Inverness Chamber of Commerce covering the economic
difficulties facing parts of the Highlands, in particular as a result of the proposed
closure of the BARMAC fabrication yard.

The Committee also agreed to invite the Minister for the Highlands and Islands to
participate, if he so chose. The Minister has indicated that he would like to participate
in this part of the meeting.

The Minister will open and outline the Executive’s action in response to the closure.
The Convenor of Highland Council, David Green, and, the Director of Inverness and
District Chamber of Commerce, Simon Cole Hamilton will then outline the issues
which they wish to highlight. Members will have an opportunity to question these
witnesses, and the Minister may also wish to respond.

The participation of Highland Council and Inverness Chamber of Commerce will be
via a video-conference link. This is the first occasion on which formal committee
business has been undertaken using this technology.

John Swinney
Convener
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Enterprise and Lifelong Learning Committee

Meeting 14 June 2000

Impact of the New Economy – Inquiry Remit and Arrangements

Introduction

At its last meeting the Committee agreed to undertake a short inquiry into the impact
of the new economy on Scotland’s competitive position. This paper sets out a
proposed remit for the inquiry and the general arrangements.

Scale and Timing

The Committee timetable has been proposed to be compatible with the
arrangements for consideration of the student finance legislation, provisionally due to
be introduced in early October.

The Committee can undertake some preliminary work prior to the summer recess
(agreeing remit, calling for evidence, meeting relevant Ministers, appointing an
adviser), and would have a number of sessions to take evidence and report.

The schedule for the inquiry would be:

27 June Possible briefing from Minister(s)

1st meeting September Oral evidence

2nd Meeting September Oral evidence

[Introduction of student finance legislation]

1st Meeting October Oral evidence/report contents

2nd Meeting October Agreement of report

This schedule will result in some overlap with the stage 1 consideration of the
student finance legislation, but this is inevitable if the Committee is to deal properly
with Executive legislation and conduct its Inquiry.

The schedule is presented on the basis that the Committee, as a basis, continues to
meet fortnightly, with other additional meetings arranged as necessary. In this
context there is an opportunity for all committees to meet in Glasgow and Stirling
during the Autumn session. These ‘slots’ in the Parliamentary schedule occur on



Monday afternoons. Given that the Committee has not met outwith Edinburgh since
its meeting in Inverness in October 1999, it is perhaps appropriate for the Committee
to consider meeting once in each location during the period September-December
2000. If this is acceptable to the Committee, a meetings schedule will require to be
drawn up before the end of the summer recess to give members adequate forward
notice.  It may be appropriate for the Committee to arrange external visits to
appropriate organisations to view at first hand projects and initiatives associated with
the New Economy.

Remit

Given the significant amount of existing work that has been undertaken in this
subject area, the Committee will require to be highly focused to bring added value to
this area of inquiry.

It is suggested therefore that the Committee focuses on the core of the business
issue, and takes advantage of the work that has already been done on this issue by
the Scottish Executive and Scottish and Highlands and Islands Enterprise.

On this basis the remit could be drafted as:

‘There is a significant change taking place in the global economy. It is technology
driven, and is leading to an increasing amount of business of all types being
undertaken electronically. This change is creating new opportunities and challenges
for business, and new demands on supporting public services. It raises questions
about Business’s ability to adopt the new technology, the provision of adequate
infrastructure, and impact on skills and training.

The Enterprise and Lifelong Learning Committee proposes to investigate the
question to what extent is Scotland equipped to deal with the challenges of the new
global e-conomy?

The Committee is aware of the work that is already underway in Scotland, and in
particular the report of the Digital Task Force, ‘Moving into the Information Age’ and
‘Connecting Scotland’ by Scottish Enterprise, and the work of the Knowledge
Economy Taskforce.

The Committee wishes to address several specific questions:

1. To what extent has Scottish business moved to take up e-commerce?

2. What infrastructure will be necessary in the next ten years to allow Scottish
business to exploit the e-conomy, and what steps are being taken to ensure that
it will be put in place?

3. What impact will the e-conomy have on current and future skills requirements,
and how are these being met?



4. How does Scotland’s position and preparedness compare to that of its global
competitors?

5. What can be done to enhance Scotland’s competitive position?’

Appointment of an Adviser

To assist in the preparation and implementation of the inquiry it would be helpful for
the Committee to appoint an adviser. An appropriate adviser could assist with some
of the technical issues which an inquiry of this nature will encounter, as well as
assisting the Committee in the assessment of written evidence, selection of
witnesses, and preparation of final report. It is therefore proposed to appoint an
adviser for 14 days under the fast-track procedure. Such an appointment also
requires the approval in principle, of the Parliamentary Bureau. It is further proposed
that the Committee agree to a number of members being given responsibility for the
selection of the appropriate adviser. A specification of the role of an adviser for this
inquiry is given in annexe A.

Recommendations

The Committee is invited to agree:

1) to the general arrangements for the scale and timing of the inquiry as set
out above.

2) To the remit outlined above.

3) To appoint an adviser for 14 days to undertake the work specified in annexe
A.

John Swinney
Convener

7 June 2000.



Enterprise and Lifelong Learning Committee

Inquiry into Impact of the New Economy

Specification for Adviser

Role

To assist the committee in all aspects of its inquiry into the impact of the new
economy on Scotland. In particular to provide expert advice on written evidence,
selection of witnesses, lines of inquiry, case studies, and findings.

Expertise

The individuals should be recognised experts in the field of the new economy in
Scotland. If an academic, they should have been recently been published in this
field.

As this is a subject in which technical matters have a bearing on the issues, they
should ideally have a good understanding of the technical infrastructure issues
involved.

Conditions

As an expert in the field candidates may have had a relationship with the main
bodies involved in the issue (e.g. Scottish Enterprise, Scottish Executive,
telecommunications companies). However, the expert should preferably not be
currently heavily contracted to any of these bodies.

Reporting

The experts would report to the Committee through the Clerk.

Commitment

It is proposed that the expert appointed provide the equivalent to fourteen working
days advice, under the fast-track procedure. As a guide, this would be composed as
follows:

a) summarising written evidence (4 days)
b) witness selection (1day)
c) technical briefing (3 days)
d) final report/commentary/participation in meetings (4 days)
e) miscellaneous/other meetings. (2 days)

Enterprise and Lifelong Learning Committee
14 June 2000.
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Enterprise and Lifelong Learning Committee

Meeting 14 June 2000

Consideration of Transport (Scotland) Bill

At its meeting on 31 May the Committee agreed that it would wish to take evidence
on the Transport (Scotland) Bill, and report to the Transport and Environment
Committee, which is the lead committee.

The Enterprise and Lifelong Learning Committee’s interest is particularly in the
economic aspects of the impact of the Bill. Accordingly, representatives of business
and economic interests have been invited to attend the meeting to give their views
on the proposals.

Initially a panel of business organisations, comprising the Confederation of British
Industry, the Federation of Small Business, and the Scottish Council Development
and Industry will be asked to present their views. This will be followed by evidence
from the Scottish Trades Union Congress.

The Committee will require to agree its report at its final meeting of the session on 27
June. It may wish to give initial consideration to the issues to be covered within the
report.

The Transport (Scotland) Bill together with the accompanying policy memorandum
and explanatory notes are attached for members’ interest. A research note from
SPICe is also attached.

John Swinney
Convener
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Transport (Scotland) Bill

PATSY RICHARDS

The Transport (Scotland) Bill [SP Bill 18 Session 1 (2000)] contains substantial
enabling powers.   Scottish Ministers may require public bodies to draw up joint
regional transport strategies, while local transport strategies are to remain non-
statutory.   The Bill also deals with bus quality partnerships and as last resorts,
quality contract schemes.  It addresses through-ticketing, and timetabling
information.   It allows for local authorities with local transport strategies in place to
introduce road user charging and workplace charging schemes.  It deals with
concessionary travel and a number of miscellaneous issues, such as school crossing
patrols and disabled badges.  It provides for a new Forth Road Bridge joint board.
This note examines the Bill and also outlines those reserved matters provided for in
the UK Transport Bill, currently passing through Westminster.
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THE TRANSPORT (SCOTLAND) BILL A BILL PROVIDING FOR REGIONAL

TRANSPORT STRATEGIES, WORKPLACE PARKING AND ROAD USER CHARGING, MEASURES
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SUMMARY

The 1998 White Paper, Travel Choices for Scotland,1 and accompanying UK
White Paper A New Deal for Transport2, outlined the Government’s proposals for
integrating transport.  The latter promised a new Commission for Integrated
Transport to monitor progress and advise on an integrated UK transport policy.

As well as a number of specific consultations, covered in this Paper where
appropriate, the Executive consulted generally on its legislative plans in February
2000 in the document The Integrated Transport Bill: The Executive's Proposals3.

The resultant transport policy is now being given statutory basis by the Transport
(Scotland) Bill (SP Bill 18 Session 1 (2000)) introduced to the Parliament on 5
June 2000, and by the Transport Bill (Bill 8 1999/2000, now HL Bill 64 1999/2000).
The latter was introduced to Westminster in December 1999, has completed its
initial Commons stages and is now in the Lords.  It includes Parts on air traffic
control and a Strategic Rail Authority, reserved matters that of course have direct
implications for Scotland, and are dealt with briefly in the last part of this Paper.

Otherwise, the current Bill includes similar provisions to the UK Bill, but while in
England and Wales local transport plans will be placed on a statutory footing,
Scottish local transport strategies will not be.  However, Ministers will be able to
make directions requiring public bodies to draw up joint transport strategies.

The Bill covers bus quality partnership and quality contract schemes, through-
ticketing and timetabling.  It allows for local authority road charging and workplace
charging, but not for trunk road or motorway charging by the Executive. Revenues
will be hypothecated, without time limit, to transport. It covers concessionary travel
and allows for a Forth Estuary joint board in place of the current bridge board.

The Bill’s provisions are summarised in its accompanying Explanatory Notes and
Financial Memorandum, while the Policy Memorandum summarises some of the
responses to consultations carried out in bringing the current proposals forward.

Readers are referred to the Financial Memorandum for cost implications, but this
does not supply firm information.  It states that the Bill will have wide-ranging
implications for government, local authorities, business and the travelling public,
but that it is impossible in advance to be specific about the costs and benefits.
Many of the provisions are enabling, and the number of local authorities wanting
to implement bus provisions, road user charging or workplace parking levies, and
to which extent, are not known.

1 Scottish Office Travel Choices for Scotland Cm 4010 July 1998
2 DETR A New Deal for Transport, Better for Everyone Cm 3950 July 1998
3 Scottish Executive Development Department, February 2000
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TRANSPORT (SCOTLAND) BILL
 PART 1 JOINT TRANSPORT STRATEGIES

The 1998 White Paper, Travel Choices for Scotland,4 set out the Government’s
proposals for transport in Scotland within a national policy framework for
integrated transport. The White Paper acknowledged that delivery of an integrated
transport policy depended, to a large extent, on action at a local level; local
authorities are also best placed to devise local solutions for local problems.

Non statutory Local Transport Strategies

Section 4.2 of Travel Choices for Scotland stated:

"We shall therefore be encouraging each local authority to develop a Local
Transport Strategy. Co-operation and partnership with the relevant outside bodies
such as local public transport operators is likely to be crucial to the successful
implementation and operation of a Local Transport Strategy. We envisage a Local
Transport Strategy being a comprehensive document prepared with input from all
local authority departments, and drawing on all forms of local authority provided
transport..."

In 1999 the Scottish Office published preliminary guidance5 for the drawing up of
Local Transport Strategies, followed by the Executive’s full guidance6 in February
2000. While Local Transport Strategies will cover the next three years, the
guidance asks for some vision and concrete actions for the next 10-20 years to be
incorporated.  The strategies should cover all forms of transport, and concentrate
on producing an integrated package of initiatives, rather than a series of
unconnected measures.  Also, specifically, they should:

• set out proposals for Bus Quality Partnerships, traffic management and traffic calming,
as well as proposals for road user and work place parking charges and Freight Quality
Partnerships, as appropriate.

• include measures to reduce social exclusion and reduce the environmental impact of
transport, including action on the serious threat posed by poor local air quality and
climate change; and

• set out a local authority’s plans for promoting more walking and cycling; and
encouraging green transport plans for journeys to work, school and other places.

The Guidance says the Executive does not plan to legislate to require the
production of Local Transport Strategies, since all 32 local authorities, plus
Strathclyde Passenger Transport (SPT), submitted interim strategies and the

4 Scottish Office Travel Choices for Scotland Cm 4010 July 1998
5Travel Choices For Scotland Preliminary Guidance On Local Transport Strategies And Road Traffic
Reduction Reports The Scottish Office, 1999
6 Guidance on Local Transport Strategies and Road Traffic Reduction Reports The Scottish Executive
Development Department, February 2000
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Executive ‘hopes’ that all will submit full strategies. The Executive retains the right
to legislate to make strategies compulsory if need be, but for now such provisions
are not included in the Bill.

This is a departure from the situation in England and Wales, where Part II of the
UK Transport Bill is requiring statutory Local Transport Plans (against the wishes
of the Conservatives and Liberal Democrats, who are concerned about red tape)7.
TRANSform Scotland questions the logic of this when England and Welsh
authorities have already for some time produced annual transport plans, and
recommends that the requirement in Scotland should also be statutory8.
However, some ‘carrots and sticks’ have been provided in this respect;

• The Executive will attach significant importance to Local Transport Strategies in
determining priorities for transport investment through the Public Transport Fund.

• Local authorities wishing to make use of the proposed new powers relating to Bus
Quality Partnerships and Contracts, road user charging and workplace parking
charges will be required to set their proposals in the context of a Local Transport
Strategy.

• Local authorities will be required by law to submit reports under the Road Traffic
Reduction Act 1997.  These ‘RTR’ reports are to review existing and forecast levels of
traffic on authorities’ roads, with targets for reducing traffic or its rate of growth, or
reasons for not doing so. These reports could be incorporated in Local Transport
Strategies.

• Local Transport Strategies will assist the Executive’s consideration of the local roads
context within which any national traffic reduction targets may be prepared and
monitored.

Local authorities are invited to submit full strategies for 2001/02 - 2003/04 by 31
October 2000 (in the preliminary guidance the date was July 2000).  The same
date applies to the mandatory RTR reports.  Authorities who wish to submit bids to
the next round of the Public Transport Fund should submit the latest version of
their strategy as ‘work in progress’ alongside their bid documents in July 2000.

An audit9 of the interim strategies and RTR reports submitted so far by local
authorities and Strathclyde Passenger Transport (SPT) found that although local
authorities were not obliged to submit either, in the event all did so.  These are at
varying stages and few so far contain a comprehensive set of actions and targets.
Most included at least a start towards an RTR Report and a few authorities
provided fairly detailed reports on traffic monitoring and target setting. The report
said that ‘Around one-third of authorities will consider the possible use of the

7 Local Transport Today, 2 March 2000 p.12 Tories dismiss ‘ridiculous’ local transport plans
8 Still some way to go. TRANSform Scotland’s response to the Integrated Transport Bill: The Executive’s

Proposals May 2000
9 Audit of Interim Local Transport Strategies and Road Traffic Reduction Reports Patrick Hetherington for
the Executive
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proposed powers on road user charging and workplace parking levies (some of
these refer only to workplace parking levies as an option)’.  Some of these may be
because they are adjacent to a major urban area that will be implementing a
scheme.

The new UK Commission for Integrated Transport has been assessing for the
DETR the interim local transport plans (LTPs) submitted by English local
authorities.  It has stressed that one of the strongest factors in encouraging local
authorities to adopt a new approach will be the decisions made by central
Government on funding LTPs, and has called for match funding. It is also ‘deeply
concerned’ about the potential effects of the single capital pot and points out that
in Scotland where this policy has already been implemented there has been a
41% decline in local authority capital expenditure on transport over the period
1995/6-1997/810.

Statutory Regional Transport Authorities?

The size and geography of Scotland precludes local authorities from working
alone to provide a Scottish Transport System. As well as Strathclyde Passenger
Transport a number of voluntary joint working arrangements are in place in
Scotland, such as in the South East, the West and in the Highland and Islands,
plus some bilateral agreements.  The Executive aims to encourage such trends.

The February 2000 consultation on the Bill11 outlined the outcome of an earlier
consultation, in January 1999, on regional transport partnerships to work across
local authority boundaries.  The ‘overwhelming majority’ of businesses and
environmentalists favoured statutory Regional Transport Authorities, with central
government responsibility for rail, trunk roads, CalMac and HIAL12 devolved to
these.

Local government favoured a more step by step voluntary approach, partly
because no single statutory authority model would fit nationally, or reflect diversity
at a local level; CoSLA13 has expressed such views in its response to the White
Paper.  Some sort of regional strategy was widely favoured to place Local
Transport Strategies in context, as was subsuming the Forth Road Bridge and Tay
Road Bridge Joint Boards into wider regional partnerships.  The local authorities
concerned supported a new Regional Highlands & Islands transport authority, but
there was concern about the financial implications.

10Commission for Integrated Transport Guidance on provisional Local Transport Plans – advice by the
Commission for Integrated Transport December 1999 on http://www.cfit.gov.uk/ website
11 The Executive’s Proposals Scottish Executive Development Department, February 2000 page 14
12 Caledonian MacBrayne Ltd and Highlands & Islands Airports Ltd
13May 1999 TRAVEL CHOICES FOR SCOTLAND Regional Transport Partnerships and the National
Transport Forum for  Scotland: A Consultation COSLA COMMENTS
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The Executive has decided against statutory Regional Transport Authorities per
se, recognising their potential, but wary of another layer of bureaucracy.  Yet it
acknowledges that partnerships where no clear win-win situation or differences in
viewpoints exist may be hard to promote, especially in the Central Belt.  It accepts
that river crossings and the Highlands & Islands are special cases.

Section 1 of the Transport (Scotland) Bill seeks to enable Ministers to require by
Order ‘such public bodies as may be specified’ to prepare and submit to them
jointly a strategy relating to transport. The Order will specify the purpose of the
strategy, or the transport issue that the strategy is to address.  The bodies
concerned ‘may’ consult with other bodies as they consider appropriate, but there
is no current requirement for this in the Bill. Any Order will be subject to the
negative procedure (and presumably may require such consultation).

If the bodies fail to comply, or Ministers consider there are exceptional
circumstances, Ministers may give directions in writing requiring the joint strategy
to be prepared. TRANSform Scotland agrees with this ‘compromise’ approach
and hopes that requirements for joint plans will be brought forward when a ‘named
transport issue’ crosses boundaries.  It would like to see environmental, health
and social, and statutory bodies such as SEPA/SNH as suggested consultees14.

According to an article based on an interview with Sarah Boyack, a leading
candidate for the use of these provisions is travel in and around Edinburgh and
Glasgow15.

The case for a statutory Highlands & Islands Transport Authority will be subject of
a study later in 2000. The Explanatory Notes to the present Bill expand on this,
saying that there may be a case for devolving central Government responsibilities
for Caledonian MacBrayne and Highlands & Islands Airports Ltd to the region
most affected by their activities. The Executive will ‘shortly be commissioning, in
partnership with the relevant local authorities and Highlands and Islands
Enterprise, an examination of the pros and cons of a unified Transport Authority
for some or all of the Highlands and Islands’.  If such a course is decided upon, it
will require primary legislation, and so will perhaps be the subject of a future Bill16.

In England and Wales, Part II of the UK Transport Bill does not set out any
statutory framework for regional co-operation. Regional Planning Guidance is to
provide the regional framework for the statutory Local Transport Plans.

14 Still some way to go. TRANSform Scotland’s response to the Integrated Transport Bill: The Executive’s
Proposals May 2000

15 Local Transport Today 11 May 2000 p.8
16 Scottish Executive, personal communication 8 June 2000.
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 PART 2 BUS SERVICES

The Transport Act 1985 and the Transport (Scotland) Act 1989 deregulated local
bus services. The Conservative Government saw deregulation as a means of
reducing subsidy, and increasing competition.   At that time, three quarters of bus
services were in public hands, while fewer than 10% were by 1997.  In March
1999 the UK Government published From Workhorse to Thoroughbred,17 which
included bus services in Scotland.  This pointed out that bus use has been
declining for the past 50 years, against the background of the deregulatory
legislation and increasing car ownership.

Local bus passenger journeys are falling in Scotland, at a faster rate than in the
rest of Great Britain.  There were 413 million passenger journeys in Scotland in
1998-99, 6% less than the year before and 36% less than a decade earlier. This
compares to a fall of 26% for Great Britain outwith London over the past decade.
Yet Scots still use buses more than their counterparts in the rest of Great Britain;
81 journeys per head of population in 1998-99 on local buses, 9% higher than for
Great Britain.  At the same time, the distance travelled by subsidised services has
increased by 36% in Scotland over the past 10 years, compared with 9% in Great
Britain outwith London.  But financial support for local Scottish bus services has
fallen by 10% in real terms over the past decade so this partly reflects a general
trend for services to travel further.

In real terms, fares have risen by around a fifth over the past ten years in Scotland
and in the rest of Great Britain while according to the Executive over the same
period motoring costs rose by only 4% in real terms.  There has been a shift from
double to single decker buses over the past decade, and staff numbers have
fallen by 15%. This means that operating costs per vehicle kilometre (including
depreciation) are 34% lower in real terms than ten years earlier18.

The Executive’s legislative proposals pointed out that deregulation was not all bad
news, as did From Workhorse to Thoroughbred;

The number of new bus registrations is running at historically high levels, and
investment by the industry, at around £270 million a year, is some 80% higher in
real terms than it was 5 years ago. Modern low-floor buses, with easy access for
people with shopping, for the elderly and people in wheelchairs, and for parents
with children in buggies, are increasingly common and are setting new standards
in bus travel - ahead of proposed legal requirements under the Disability
Discrimination Act 1995 for wheelchair-accessible buses. And there is increasing
interest in buses running on alternative fuels, including compressed natural gas.

17 Department of the Environment, Transport and the Regions From Workhorse to Thoroughbred: A Better
Role for Bus Travel March 1999
18 Scottish Executive Statistical Bulletin Trn/2000/1 Bus and Coach Statistics: 1998-99 May 2000
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But much of the benefit of such investment is wasted if the bus is stuck in traffic.
So another important ingredient must be fresh emphasis on reallocating road
space to give priority to buses.

Quality partnerships

From Workhorse to Thoroughbred pointed out that the declining trend in bus use
had been reversed in some areas, where bus quality partnerships had sprung up;

‘… Quality Partnerships - joint working between local authorities and bus
operators. There are already a lot of good examples of Quality Partnerships,
ranging from Brighton to Aberdeen, Swansea to Leeds. Many of these have seen
sustained year-on-year growth in bus ridership, sometimes up to 5% or more a
year…’

A Transport Research Laboratory study of bus priority schemes in Aberdeen
found that these, with traffic management, had improved bus journey times by on
average a minute in the morning peak.  A 4% rise in bus use was largely
attributable to a park and ride scheme north of the River Don.  In general,
schemes have increased patronage and slightly improved journey times, but
buses often get held up on the approach to bus lanes19.   A Scottish Executive
Central Research Unit study of greenways and (less expensive) conventional bus
lanes in Edinburgh20 is also of interest.

Section 3 of the Transport (Scotland) Bill allows for quality partnership (QP)
schemes between local transport authorities and bus operators.  One or more
local transport authorities may make a quality partnership scheme, following due
notice and consultation, if they are satisfied this would help implement their
policies and also

• improve the quality of local services and facilities so as to bring material benefits to
persons using them or,

• reduce or limit congestion, noise or air pollution.

Under such a scheme local authorities will undertake to provide certain facilities
(‘specified facilities’), and operators who wish to use these will undertake to
provide services to a certain standard (‘specified standards’).

Examples of ‘specified facilities’ would be bus lanes or bus shelters at specified
places along bus routes.  ‘Specified standards’ may relate to the type of vehicles
the operator should run, but under Section 3(7)(b) may not relate to the frequency
or timing of services.  This is further discussed in the next section, on quality
contracts.

19 TRL A comparative assessment of major bus priority schemes in Great Britain, on order in SPICe,
summarised in Local Transport Today, 20 January 2000 p.4.

20 Development Department Research Programme Research Findings No. 83 Comparative Evaluation of
Greenways and Conventional Bus Lanes Colin Buchanan and Partners for the SRU 2000
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During deliberations on the UK Transport Bill, the Transport Minister Keith Hill
rejected amendments tabled by the Opposition on behalf of the Local Government
Association, aiming to extend QPs to cover fares and service frequencies. This
would, in effect, let a local authority determine details of timetables and fares,
leading to quality contracts by the back door without the need for ministerial
approval, the Minister said.  It would however be perfectly possible for a QP to
have a voluntary ‘codicil’ containing voluntary agreements relating to frequency
and timetabling, and the traffic commissioners would be available to police QPs21.

Section 4 relates to the consultation required before an authority can implement a
proposed QP scheme.  Section 5 states that schemes shall last for not less than
five years, and must include dispute procedures, and details of any excluded local
services, if these exist. One such example might be a community bus service
acting as a feeder to a main bus route on which there are QP facilities.

Sections 6-8 deal with variation and enforcement matters.  Section 6 allows for
the postponement of a scheme for up to a year if necessary.  Section 7 deals with
the implied obligations placed on an partner within a QP, but allows for temporary
derogations under circumstances beyond their control.  Section 7 also deals, inter
alia, with enforcement matters for the Traffic Commissioner.  Section 8 deals with
the variation or revocation of schemes.

Section 9 requires local transport authorities to submit annually a report to
Ministers on each quality partnership scheme made.  The report should cover the
effectiveness of the scheme, plus any representations made to the authority on it.
The authorities may require operators to provide information.  Section 10 allows
Ministers to make Regulations further clarifying procedural matters related to the
making and variation of quality partnership schemes.  In particular, this provides
for guidance on handling objections, the holding of inquiries and the variations, or
revocations, of schemes should the need arise.

Section 11 amends the Transport Act 1985 to make meeting standards specified
in a quality partnership scheme one of the eligibility criteria for receiving service
subsidies.  This will let authorities subsidise an operator to enhance the quality of
its buses, so enabling it to take part in a QP, perhaps in areas where this would
otherwise not be commercially viable.

Quality contract schemes

A number of organisations (generally, some local authorities, environmental and
local government organisations) have sought bus quality contracts (QCs), rather
than partnerships.  Bus operators, on the other hand, are less keen.  Overall,
Scottish responses to the From Workhorse to Thoroughbred consultation,

21 ibid
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summarised in the Executive’s legislative proposals,22 were rather mixed.  The
reason is partly because while partnerships do not allow authorities to specify fare
pricing and service frequency standards (see notes on Section 3(7)(b), above),
quality contracts would.  But getting a contract in place will involve a cumbersome
ministerial approval and submission of information process.

The Minister discussed this issue with the Transport and Environment Committee
at its fourth meeting23 of 2000.  Murray Tosh MSP said that many of the local
authorities to whom he had spoken were keen to start on quality contracts. Des
McNulty MSP asked why the Executive was inferring that contracts would be used
only as penalty measures if partnerships failed.

The Minister has concerns regarding the bureaucracy that would be incurred by a
local authority in forming a contract. While contracts should therefore not be a first
choice, if local authorities could justify the need for a contract, the Minister would
approve these.

(Paragraph 35 of the Policy Memorandum expands on the Executive’s reasons for
not having accelerated QCs. As well as bureaucracy in setting up, tendering and
monitoring, there might be claims for compensation from operators who have had
their markets removed, the risk of reducing investment in the bus sector and the
establishment of a monopoly situation during the course of a contract.)

The Minister went on to say that regardless of whether a QP or QC was put in
place, the bill would require 56 days’ advance notification to be given of changes
in bus services.  Any changes to registrations would have to operate for at least
three months.  The five minutes’ grace that allows bus services to run five minutes
each side of their publicised schedules would be abolished- in other words, the Bill
was seeking more commitment from bus operators, so people would be able to
rely more on bus services.   None of this is included in the Bill, but the Policy
Memorandum (para. 30) says the Executive intends to implement such measures
through secondary legislation.

Murray Tosh MSP also raised the issue of contracts establishing local territorial
monopolies and possible implications regarding the Competition Act 1998; the
Minister gave an assurance that the Bill would not contravene the 1998 Act.
During the UK Bill’s committee stage, the Government said that amendments
would be tabled to ensure that ticketing and subsidies provisions did not
contravene competition law.  Existing voluntary agreements would be a matter for
the Office of Fair Trading, but the DETR Minister hoped the OFT would consider
making a block exemption, as allowed by the 1998 Act24.   Para 29 policy memo.
To amend in cttee

22 The Executive’s Proposals Scottish Executive Development Department, February 2000
23 1 March 2000
24 Local Transport Today 2 March 2000 p.12 Government amendments to address competition and data

sharing concerns
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Section 12 of the Bill states that one or more local transport authority may make a
quality contract scheme if this is the only way they can implement their general
transport policies and the scheme will do this in an economic, efficient and
effective way.

A contract cannot be made unless the authorities have complied with the statutory
consultation requirements, and obtained the approval of Scottish Ministers.  Once
made, a contract will let the authority decide what local services should be
provided, and to what standards, plus any additional services or facilities needed.

The authority will then grant a contract to bus operators giving exclusive rights to
operate services on such terms as specified, and these terms may include service
frequency, fares and standard of service.  Section 18 (below) states that this must
be done through a competitive tender.  The agreement may or may not include
payments by the authority to the person operating the service, or by the person
operating the service to the authority.

Section 13 sets out the necessary consultation arrangements. Section 14 states
that after consultation, the authority must apply for approval from Scottish
Ministers, giving Ministers their reasons for seeking a contract plus ‘such other
information as the Scottish Ministers may reasonably require’.  Any of the
consultees may send written representation to Ministers at the same time.  If
Ministers are content that the scheme is in the interests of the public, they may
approve it, or approve it subject to modifications.

Section 15 deals, inter alia, with time limits. The authority must make its scheme
within six months of its approval by Ministers.  Once made, however, under
Section 15(2) (b) it cannot come into force until 21 months after the date on which
it is made.  It will last for more than three, but not more than seven years.

The Local Government Association (LGA), referring to similar provisions in the UK
Bill, has called this statutory 21 month delay to allow operators time to adjust
‘excessively onerous’, since the need for contracts may often be prompted by a
failure in the bus network25.

The rest of Section 15 sets out matters that the scheme must specify, such as its
area and time limit, services to be provided and any local services to be excluded.
The contract may vary or revoke any existing QP. Section 16 allows for the
postponement of a contract scheme for up to 12 months.

Section 17 states that once a contract is in place, the provisions of the 1985
Transport Act relating to the registration of local bus services (the role of Traffic
Commissioners and the need to register local bus services in that area with the
Commissioners) are removed.  The authority, instead, monitors services under its

25 Local Transport Today 17 February 2000 Flaws in Transport Bill ‘will prompt rush for bus quality contracts’
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QC, with the exception of any excluded services, which remain under the remit of
the 1985 Act and the Traffic Commissioners.

Section 18 deals with letting contracts; authorities may enter into a QC only after
a competitive tendering process, to be started within 3 months of making a
scheme.   Tenders may only be accepted from those holding a public service
vehicle operator or a community bus service licence.  Ministers may require by
order that details of any tender bids and the reasons for any decisions made are
disclosed to them.

Section 19 provides for exemptions from the tendering process, for example
‘emergency tenders’ which may stay in place only for three months to provide a
service, with longer term arrangements being put out to tender as soon as is
practicable.

Section 20 allows for the revocation or variation of contracts, relating to the level
of services or area a contract covers.  This needs the permission of Scottish
Ministers.  Ministers may also make regulations revoking a scheme before it
comes into operation (if, for example, the tendering process collapses).  Section
21 requires that authorities, in conjunction with bus operators, make reports
annually on their contract schemes.  Section 22 states that a quality contract must
be entered into with an operator within 12 months of the authority making the
scheme (even though Section 15 requires a further delay of 9 months - 21 months
in all - before the scheme can operate).

Section 23 allows Ministers to specify, by Regulation, further procedures relating
to the making, varying or revocation of contact schemes, or other matters such as
objections and inquiry procedures if needed.  Section 24 allows Ministers to make
further Regulations relating to transitional arrangements.

Ticketing arrangements

From Workhorse to Thoroughbred26 pointed out that ‘a frequent complaint about
deregulation, and the fragmenting of services it often entailed, has been the loss
of flexibility in ticketing’.  In other words, passengers being unable to buy return
tickets that allow the use of a different operator's service on the return leg, or
through tickets for journeys using different bus operators or bus and train services.
More recently, joint ownership of two industries in some parts of the country has
fostered multi-modal tickets.  A number of recent initiatives have aimed to provide
bus/rail/ferry through ticketing (some ScotRail services were one example cited),
but local authorities needed more power to require such developments.

26 op cit
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While recognising that voluntary arrangements are the ideal solution, in its
February 2000 consultation27 the Executive promised to legislate to allow
authorities to require joint ticketing where, after consultation, the authority is
satisfied that no such arrangements will be implemented unless it exercises such
powers.

Section 25 of the Bill says that authorities should, from time to time, determine
their required local ticketing arrangements, after consulting local user groups.  If
these are insufficient, the authority should seek to make arrangements with local
operators to provide these.  Under Section 26, if this cannot be done, one or
more authorities may make a ticketing scheme, if this will be in the interests of the
general public and help implement their general transport policies.  Under a
scheme, local operators will be required to make and implement ticketing
arrangements. Not all classes of service in an area need be covered.

Under Section 27 the authority must consult local operators, local users and the
traffic commissioner before making a scheme, which under Section 28 may come
into effect after three months.  Section 29 places the onus for implementing a
scheme on operators, and gives the Traffic Commissioner responsibility for
enforcing this.

Information about bus services

From Workhorse to Thoroughbred announced that the Government would
legislate to make sure bus information was available locally, so in turn contributing
to the aim of a national integrated journey timetable for all public transport
services.  Good practice guidance was issued to this end in 1996, and transport
authorities already have a statutory power to publish passenger information to
promote the availability of public transport services. But,

‘Difficulty in finding out which buses run when and where can only discourage
people from using the bus, and make the private car seem more attractive.
Information has too often been a weakness of the bus industry since deregulation’
…In practice some 80% of authorities do publish timetable information but this
may duplicate (and sometimes conflict with) operators' own efforts. At worst, there
have been disputes between operators and authorities over, for example, the
display of timetable information at bus stops. Indeed, bus stop displays seem to
have been a particular casualty of privatisation and deregulation …’
On the busiest routes, buses may be so frequent that passengers can simply 'turn
up and get on' without needing to consult a timetable. But there will inevitably be
many services, especially in rural areas, where that is not possible, and where
good, clear, easily available information can be crucial.’

In its February 2000 consultation28 the Executive undertook to place a duty on
authorities to decide what information should reasonably be made available.

27 The Executive’s Proposals Scottish Executive Development Department, February 2000
28 The Executive’s Proposals Scottish Executive Development Department, February 2000
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Section 30 requires each authority, or SPT, to determine from time to time, what
information should be made available (‘required information’) and how (the
‘appropriate way’).  It should consult the Traffic Commissioner and local users
before doing this, and afterwards shall ascertain whether this is being done.  If not,
the authority should seek to arrange for this to be done by operators.

Under Section 31, if one or more authority is unable to come to a satisfactory
arrangement with operators, they shall make such information available
themselves and may recover from the operators any reasonable costs incurred in
doing so.  Allocation of costs should have regard to the amount of information
required for the local services provided by any given operator.

Authorities may also require that an operator provides information to enable them
to do this.  The Explanatory Notes state that the Traffic Commissioner will have
enforcement powers in this respect, to be added as consequential amendments to
the Bill.  But under Section 32 the authorities concerned must act in an economic,
efficient and effective manner, and must not discriminate against any operator.

Service subsidies and fuel duty rebate

The 1985 Transport Act requires authorities to secure bus services that would not
otherwise be provided by the market, by accepting tenders for additional
subsidised transport services, but in doing this (under s.92 of the 1985 Transport
Act) they cannot act so as to inhibit competition.  According to the Executive in its
Transport Bill proposals29, this has been interpreted as preventing authorities from
subsidising enhanced service frequencies.

Section 33 adds three criteria, including best value, to those that determine under
the 1985 Act the tenders to be accepted.  These are; best value (economy,
efficiency and effectiveness); environmental issues (reduction or limitation of traffic
congestion, noise or air pollution) and the need to implement their general
transport policies.   It also amends s.92 of the 1985 Act so that authorities shall
have regard to the interest of the public and operators when subsidising services,
in place of their old duty of having to act in a way so as not to inhibit competition.

Section 34 deals with grants from Ministers to bus operators, notably changes to
the current fuel duty rebate (FDR) scheme.

Bus FDR is a grant paid by the Executive under s.92 of the Finance Act 1965 to
reimburse bus operators for some of the excise duty paid on fuel consumed in
operating an ‘eligible bus service’. One of the criteria for ‘eligible bus services’ is
that they should be available to and regularly used by all members of the general
public, who are aware of the service’s stopping times and registered bus stops.

29 The Executive’s Proposals Scottish Executive Development Department, February 2000
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Community bus services, on the other hand, are currently defined in s.22 of the
Transport Act 1985 as local services provided by a body concerned for the social
and welfare needs of one or more communities.  They run without a view to profit,
and by means of a vehicle adapted to carry between 8 and 16 passengers. Most
community transport schemes do not qualify for the FDR as they are not available
to all members of the general public and, as a door-to-door service, do not have a
schedule of stopping times and places.

Under the scheme, local bus services registered with the traffic commissioners
are refunded about two thirds of the fuel duty on diesel and petrol.  The idea is to
keep down costs to the users of these services and to ensure that services are
available to the public on predetermined routes and timetables.

DETR has announced possible changes to the scope of the FDR scheme as part
of the Commission for Integrated Transport’s review of the value for money of
public funding of buses in England and Wales.  A preliminary report is expected in
summer 2000.  The Explanatory Notes to the current Bill state that the Executive
will wish to see the outcome of this before issuing Regulations under Section 34.
The Integrated Transport Bill: The Executive’s Proposals suggests a less strict
basis for FDR in the future;

Fuel Duty Rebate: the Executive will legislate to allow changes to be made, by
order, to the basis of the grant. If and when introduced, this power will provide the
Scottish Ministers with the flexibility to pay grant for bus operations on a different
basis from the present Fuel Duty Rebate scheme. Should such a change be
introduced, the system of financial penalty on operators contravening the
conditions for registration of local services may also need to be amended.

(The Parliament already has the power to alter the rate used in the calculation of
the rebate and the money comes out of the transport programme expenditure
limit. According to the Development Department Budget for the Financial Year
2000-01, target spending on fuel duty rebate is some £46m in 2000/0130. )

For now then, Section 34 is a flexible, enabling Section allowing Ministers to
make Regulations regarding the method of calculation of FDR grants, the
conditions to be attached to these, and the definition of ‘eligible bus services’.

Section 35 deals with penalties that the Traffic Commissioner can impose on
unregistered or unreliable operators, or operators who do not comply with the new
requirements of the current bill regarding provision of ticketing schemes or service
information.   A penalty of up to £550, multiplied by the number of vehicles which
the operator is licensed to use, may be imposed.  Operators may appeal, as now,
to the Transport Tribunal.  Any money will go to Scottish Ministers.

30 Scotland’s Budget Documents 2000/01 p.6 17 March 2000
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Section 36 deals with the Traffic Commissioner’s ability to fine operators some of
the FDR grant they have received, and is a temporary measure which has effect
only until Section 34, with its new FRD arrangements, comes into force. At
present, the Traffic Commissioners are empowered to fine a bus operator 20% of
their eligible fuel duty rebate if they do not operate in accordance with the
registered route and service details.  This is seen as being rather disproportionate,
if just one route is below par, and Section 36 makes it possible to impose
penalties of ‘such percentage as the traffic commissioner thinks fit’, although in
effect a sub-Section limits this to a percentage between 1 and 20%.

General measures

Section 37 extends the general powers of the Traffic Commissioners to impose
traffic regulation conditions on bus services.  Section 7 of the Transport Act 1985
currently allows the Commissioners to impose, at the request of local authorities,
restrictions on routes and stopping places in the interests of preventing danger to
road users, or of reducing severe traffic congestion.  This Section also enables the
Commissioners to impose conditions to

‘reduce or limit noise or air pollution’.

Section 38 requires local transport authorities to act jointly and in co-operation
wherever possible with regard to QPs, QCs, ticketing arrangements, or the
provision of information.  Section 39 defines certain terms used in the Bill.

 PART 3 ROAD USER CHARGING AND WORKPLACE PARKING LEVY.

While National Air Traffic Services dominated the debate on the UK Bill, road user
and workplace parking charges are likely to prove controversial in Scotland.
These are permissive powers, and local authorities will not be required to adopt
them. The audit31 of the interim transport strategies submitted by local authorities
indicated that around a third of authorities would consider using powers on road
user and workplace charging. An Institute of Civil Engineers’ survey of 77 British
local authorities found that a fifth would support workplace charging, compared to
a half last year, and around a half of authorities are opposed to road pricing32.

Congestion is likely to increase. The Policy Memorandum to the current Bill states;

Congestion is already perceived to be a problem in Scotland’s cities. If we do
nothing, congestion will only get worse, with traffic projected to increase by 50%
over the next 30 years. Gridlock on some of Scotland's urban roads is a real
possibility. Traffic jams cost time and money - costs that Scottish business and the
wider economy can ill-afford - and cause air pollution affecting the health of those

31 Audit of Interim Local Transport Strategies and Road Traffic Reduction Reports Patrick Hetherington for
the Executive
32 Councils ‘turning their backs on parking levies’. Local Transport Today 17 February 2000
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living alongside and driving on busy roads. Even the critics of charging accept that
"doing nothing" is no longer an option.

The latest national road traffic forecasts33 show a central estimate of the growth in
traffic from 1996 to 2031 of 60% (a range of 36% to 84% includes most of the
uncertainty in the forecasts).

TRANSform Scotland has questioned the lack of targets- specifically climate
change or road traffic reduction targets- in the current Bill34.  Under the Road
Traffic Reduction (National Targets) Act 1998 the devolved administrations and
UK Government must publish road traffic targets, or their reasons for not doing so.
The UK Government has concluded that, even if the measures in the UK
Transport White Paper are applied very intensively, reducing national road traffic
to below 1996 levels is unlikely to be achievable.  The UK Government will not be
setting a national road traffic reduction target for England35, following advice from
the Commission for Integrated Transport36.

The Executive consulted on charging in its July 1999 paper Tackling Congestion37.
This noted that local authorities have a range of powers available to restrict or
prohibit traffic from certain areas, make priority schemes and control parking, but
these can only go so far and the situation can only be expected to get worse.

Also, for some journeys (especially at peak times) the current costs of road
transport do not reflect the true economic and environmental costs of motoring.
The Executive has concluded that in certain circumstances it would be appropriate
to expect motorists to pay for road use, reflecting the fact that road space is a
scarce resource, and to confront road users with the wider costs of their actions.
The Commons Environment, Transport and Regional Affairs Select Committee,
on its enquiry38 into the UK Integrated Transport White Paper, heard several
strands of evidence supporting such views.  The Royal Commission on
Environmental Pollution (RCEP) has twice tried to put a cost on the environmental
and social costs of road transport, excluding congestion costs39, as more recently
have Newbery and Santos40.  The ‘take-home message’ is that the costs are very
large (perhaps tens of billions) but very difficult to quantify accurately.

Car parking at the end of the journey is also related to the demand for road use.
Free workplace parking is an incentive for many employees to drive to work,

33 DETR National Road Traffic Forecasts Great Britain 1997
34 Still Some Way to go.  TRANSform Scotland’s response to the Integrated Transport Bill, May 2000
35 DETR Road Traffic Reduction (National Targets) Act 1998: Tackling Congestion and Pollution - The
Government’s First Report
36 ENDS Report January 2000 Government rules out national traffic reduction targets pp.38-39
37 Tackling Congestion The Scottish Executive's consultation paper on fighting traffic congestion and pollution
through road user and workplace parking charges Executive Development Department July 1999. The UK
equivalent was the DETR Breaking the Logjam The Government's consultation paper on fighting traffic
congestion and pollution through road user and workplace parking charges December 1998
38 Ninth Report 1998/99 Integrated Transport White Paper 28 April 1999 HC 32-I
39 See RCEP 20th Report Transport and the Environment, Developments since 1994 Cm 3752, 1997
40 Road Taxes, Road User Charges and Earmarking Fiscal Studies 1999 vol.20 (2) pp.103-132
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contributing to the congestion at peak time. Tackling Congestion noted that over
half of the Scottish workforce drives to work and of these, 75% have parking
provided by their employer. Local authorities currently have very little control over
workplace parking other than through planning controls over new developments.
The Executive has therefore decided that powers should be available for local
authorities to adopt schemes to levy a charge on workplace parking.

The responses to Tackling Congestion, according to the current Bill’s policy
memorandum, were varied, reflecting ‘the controversial nature of the proposals
and the differing interests of respondents’.  Of the three main candidates for
charging;

• A majority of respondents supported urban congestion charging, including some major
urban local authorities, public transport operators and significant business concerns.

• There was some support among local authorities and public transport operators for
the workplace parking levy but business was strongly against, thinking employers
would absorb charges.  (Elsewhere, the CBI and British Chambers of Commerce
have voiced objections in regard to the Westminster Bill41.)

• Motorway and trunk road tolling received ‘ a degree of support’ (para. 46) although
elsewhere the Executive states that consultation during the second half of 1999
indicated considerable opposition to enabling provisions for tolling existing motorways
and trunk roads to fund improvement on specific stretches (para. 50). The power to
toll entirely new stretches of road is already available through the 1991 New Roads
and Streetworks Act.

Some members of the public and motoring organisations were generally against
all proposals.  Some respondents were against any form of charging and said
motorists already paid enough tax.  Moreover, charges were likely to be ineffective
in reducing congestion, and perhaps economically or socially damaging.

The Executive counters by saying that in practice powers are only likely to be
used by the major urban authorities and will only be approved by Ministers where
they address a pressing congestion or air quality problem. The Integrated
Transport Bill: The Executive’s Proposals said the Executive would proceed with
urban road user charging and the workplace parking but not motorway and trunk
road tolling. It said each local authority wishing to introduce charges would have to
enter into a contract to ‘win the trust of the Scottish motorist’. To take any charging
course, local authorities will have to have a Local Transport Strategy in place
setting out their reasons. The Executive also would have its own ‘contract with the
motorist’, pledging;

• 100% hypothecation to transport with the net revenue from charging ring-fenced for
local transport purposes;

• Additionality: charging revenue to be genuinely additional expenditure on transport;
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• Full transparency: motorists and businesses able to see where their money is going

• Fair treatment: both in terms of those paying, and those benefiting;

• Public transport improvements: before charging with further improvements to follow.

The responses to these legislative proposals, summarised in Bill’s policy
memorandum fell within five main areas.  Some sought exemptions for specific
categories of traffic, but local authorities wanted exemptions to be very limited.
The proposed exemptions are dealt with below, in the notes on Section 45 and, in
more detail, on Section 57. There was general support for national guidelines
setting out consultation requirements.

Some local authorities and pressure groups thought the Bill should follow the
Westminster Bill and allow limited trunk road charging as part of a local scheme
where requested by the relevant local authority. (This would be likely to relate to
urban areas.) CoSLA has called for such powers and so has TRANSform
Scotland42.  The policy memorandum says the Executive is not currently minded to
take such powers (para. 49).  While the responses to consultation in 1999
presumably discouraged the Executive from taking this course, the Minister has
told the Transport and Environment Committee43 that ‘We have not abandoned
the challenges of tackling congestion on our key trunk roads’.  This might
presumably then be through means other than charging.

Some wanted a formula for hypothecation and additionality to ensure neither
central nor local government reduced its transport spending following the
introduction of charging. Under Schedule 1 to the Bill, which deals with financial
matters, the Executive will place no time limit on hypothecation, unlike England
and Wales, where the promise is to ring-fence revenues for ten years only.

To address fears concerning additionally, rather than a formula the Executive
intends to provide for full transparency (again, see Schedule 1 to the Bill).
Business interests remain concerned about the administrative burden of
workplace parking levy inspections.

The Commons Select Committee enquiry44 into the UK Integrated Transport
White Paper heard similar messages.  Support for charging would be increased if
the Government guaranteed permanent hypothecation of any charges raised for
transport.  Witnesses also spoke of the need to ensure regional co-ordination,
problems with firms absorbing workplace parking costs, and being able to
distinguish between parking for customers and for employees. Town centre vitality
might be threatened if charges were made to enter towns, or if customer parking

                                                                                                                               
41 Business plea to drop levy from Bill Local Transport Today p.2 17 February 2000
42 Still some way to go, TRANSform Scotland’s response to the Executive’s Proposals May 2000, and Local

Transport Today 13 April 2000 p.2
43 Meeting 4, 1 March 2000 c.410
44 Ninth Report 1998/999 Integrated Transport White Paper 28 April 1999 HC 32-I
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at retail or out of town sites was to be subsidised by retailers, but parking in town
centres was not.  There were also calls for the Government to introduce charges
on its motorways and trunk roads between towns, rather than just as part of local
schemes if asked to do so.

Road User Charging Schemes

Some of the perceived problems in implementing road charging are the practical
and technical ones, but technical feasibility no longer seems to be the issue
although administration and enforcement concerns may remain.  The idea of road
charging was first mooted in the 1960s and since then several technically
successful schemes have become operational.   In Norway more than one city
has a scheme in place.  In Oslo motorists pay to enter the city at 19 toll plazas,
either remotely by tag (65% of vehicles entering use such tags) or at conventional
booths.  The traffic entering the city has not fallen, but parts of the centre are
closed to traffic, and buses have speeded up45.

According to Tackling Congestion46 the Executive and UK Government are
working to produce a demonstration free flow electronic charging system (vehicles
would not have to stop at toll barriers) ‘in a real world situation’. (Trials have
worked on the test track.) This will also cover system support, or problems faced
in implementing a real system.  A sample of motorists will be asked to carry
electronic on-board units in their vehicles. One of the UK sites will be on the M8 at
Hermiston Gait, Edinburgh and the project will be part of a wider UK research
project on road user charging being led by the DETR.

Experience of countries like Norway suggests that an integrated package of
charging, traffic management and public transport measures can bring about a
significant reduction in congestion. The Executive also cites a recent ROCOL
study (Review of Charging Options for London, published March 2000) suggesting
that an area licensing scheme in central London might reduce traffic in the peak
by 10% and that a workplace parking levy might reduce peak-time congestion in
central London by 4%.

Section 40 allows one or more local traffic authority to make a ‘charging scheme’,
provided it has a local transport strategy in place and the charging scheme will
help policies in that.  Schemes may only cover roads for which the authority is the
traffic authority, so authorities cannot make schemes on trunk roads, for instance.
The registered ‘keepers’ of vehicles will pay any charges imposed and the
Explanatory Notes say this may include hirers.

Section 41 says that charging schemes will be made by order, and allows
Ministers to make Regulations specifying the form of these, the consultation

45 Commons Transport Select Committee Third Report 1994/95 Urban Road Pricing HC 104-1.
46 Tackling Congestion The Scottish Executive’s consultation paper on fighting traffic congestion and pollution
through road user and workplace parking charges Executive Development Department July 1999
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required and the handling of objections (in effect, allowing inquiries to be held).
Section 42 requires Ministers to approve any charging scheme order.   Section
43 says that authorities may consult before making, varying or revoking a scheme
but Ministers will be able to require them to do so on receipt of an order for
approval.  Ministers may also cause inquiries to be held in relation to a charging
scheme, and appoint the membership of the inquiry.

Section 44 requires the scope of a charging scheme to be defined precisely,
including the roads involved, the definition of charges, vehicles involved, levels of
charge and length of scheme.  Charges cannot be levied on parked vehicles.
There may be different charges for different days or times of day, different roads,
distances travelled or type of vehicle.  The intention is to provide maximum
flexibility for dealing with, for example, peak congestion only.

Charges should not be levied simply to raise revenue, although this is not
specified in the Bill.  Schedule 1 to the Bill deals with financial arrangements but
while ring fencing revenue for transport spending, is not explicit on setting the
level of charges.  The explanatory memorandum (para. 76) says authorities will be
required to set the level of the charge with regard to the purposes to which they
intend to use the net proceeds. ‘Scottish Ministers do not intend to approve any
charging scheme designed simply to be a revenue raiser and will expect
authorities to have an estimate before introducing a scheme of how much the
scheme will raise and what local transport improvements they intend to fund with
the net proceeds.’  Controls on the level of charges, then, will be largely a matter
for Ministers.

Schemes may require that vehicles carry documents or equipment (in other words
a permit or an electronic payment unit).

Section 45 allows Ministers to make Regulations specifying national exemptions
from charges.  A scheme may also, subject to this, itself include exemptions.
According to the Explanatory Notes, the Executive is currently minded to keep the
number of national exemptions limited, to only the emergency services and those
whose mobility is impaired.

Any road must be subject to not more than one charging scheme at the same
time.

Section 46 deals with penalties and liability for charges and is an enabling
Section allowing Ministers to specify by Regulation matters relating to penalty
charges, such as their imposition, notification, payment, enforcement and
adjudication.   It also makes it an offence for someone to interfere with a penalty
charge notice, or with any equipment or to obscure their numberplate in an
attempt to avoid charges.  Doing this will be a summary (civil) offence, punishable
by a fine of up to level 5 on the standard scale (currently £5,000) or imprisonment
for up to 6 months, or both.
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Section 47 allows Ministers to make Regulations allowing enforcement officers to
examine or enter vehicles to check any charging equipment has not been
tampered with, or whether the correct documentation is displayed.   The
Regulations will also allow for immobilisation or removal and storage of vehicles,
or disposal in specified cases.    This can only be done to vehicles on the road.

Section 48 allows authorities to install, construct and maintain the equipment
needed for a charging scheme.  Ministers may set standards by Regulation that
any such equipment will have to meet.  Section 49 allows Ministers to direct
authorities to erect traffic signs in relation to schemes.  Section 50 exempts roads
that are part of a scheme, and buildings used solely for a charging scheme
(roadside equipment etc) from paying non-domestic rates.

Workplace Parking licensing schemes

Section 51 allows for one or more traffic authority to make a ‘licensing scheme’ in
part or all of its area.  As with road charging, the authorities must first have a local
transport strategy in place and believe the scheme will help fulfil the aims of this.

Someone can apply for a licence to cover the provision of a number of parking
places at premises.  Ministers may specify by Regulation how charges are to be
made; the Explanatory Notes say people will be able to apply for licences for a
stated number of vehicles, and pay a charge per unit.  Authorities will have to
supply a licence to cover the number requested, and so will not be able to use this
to control parking levels.  But the owners or occupiers of the premises will be able
to reduce their parking spaces (and thus units they have to pay for) themselves,
voluntarily.

Section 52 defines workplace parking places as places at or in the vicinity of a
workplace, used by a vehicle occupied by a person attending their place of work.
As well as this the definition covers spaces for visiting employees, agents,
suppliers, business customers, business visitors, or students attending education
or training.

The Explanatory Notes say this aims to exclude parking at, for example, a station
where someone would have to travel further to their workplace, but include any
workplace parking arrangements by contract.  It also seeks to cover those
engaged in the business of a recreational club or a partnership, but not those
parking, for instance, simply to use a leisure centre.

Ministers may make Regulations clarifying these provisions, to close promptly any
loopholes that may transpire.
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Ministers ‘do not intend’ to extend the scope beyond workplace parking, so
customers, leisure and retail parking will remain exempt (Explanatory Notes, para.
95).

Sections 53-55 deal with order making, consultation and inquiries, much as for
the road user charging provisions above.

Section 56 says the scope of any scheme shall be specified closely, including the
days and hours on which it operates, charges payable, the area covered, and the
period it will stay in force.  As with road charging the intention is to allow flexibility,
and perhaps different arrangements at weekends, for instance.  Again, as with
road charging (see notes on section 44 above), charges may not be levied simply
to raise revenue. Ministers will expect authorities to have an estimate of how much
the scheme will raise and what local transport improvements they intend to fund
with the net proceeds.

Section 57 allows Ministers to set exemptions nationally, or authorities to do so
locally.  As with road charging, the intention is to exempt only emergency vehicles
and those with impaired mobility (Explanatory Notes, para. 102).

There has been some debate in England and Wales about the Department of the
Environment, Transport and the Regions’ intentions to give NHS hospitals a
national exemption, with opponents and local authorities claiming this is the start
of a ‘slippery slope’ and schools will be next.  Transport 2000 has pointed out that
hospital are in any case at the forefront of adopting employee transport plans and
there would have been local lobbying of transport authorities anyway, so this may
not matter47.  It is not clear whether the Executive’s planned exemption for
‘emergency vehicles’ is intended to extend to all hospital parking.

Section 58 says licences will specify to whom and where they apply.  They will
also state the maximum number of vehicles allowed and period covered.  The
period is not limited, to make schemes administratively efficient. There may be
special, temporary licences for busy periods and temporary staff. Section 59
allows for enforcement and penalty charges.  Again, non-payment will be a civil
offence.  Section 60 allows for rights of entry by duly authorised persons to check
licences are in place if needed, and are sufficient.

Sections 61-67 set out general provisions. These relate to for instance finance,
allow authorities to enter into contracts with private companies (to install electronic
equipment) and allow DVLA to supply information.  They allow for offences by
bodies corporate, allow Ministers to make Regulations relating to disputes, and lay
out the extent to which the Crown will be covered by the Act.

47 DETR clarifies rules for parking and congestion charging schemes.  Local Transport Today, 2 March 2000
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 PART 4 MISCELLANEOUS

Travel Concession schemes

Section 68 allows Ministers to make an order requiring one or more local
transport authority to make a concessionary travel scheme, for ‘eligible persons’.
Under Section 68 (6) these may include pensioners and those with disabilities.

The Information Centre produced a note on Concessionary Travel48 for the
Transport & Environment Committee in October 1999, so the issue will not be
covered again in depth here. Scottish local authorities offer a range of travel
concessions for pensioners, blind people, and those with other disabilities. In
December 1999, the Executive announced free travel for blind people throughout
Scotland on rail, bus, ferry and underground services, delivered by means of a
voluntary partnership.

Members of the Transport and Environment Committee have been keen to
encourage the Executive to consider other groups such as the socially excluded,
as well as pensioners and those with disabilities, as eligible for concessionary
travel.  But at the Committee’s fourth meeting49 in 2000, the Minister clarified her
legislative intentions and made it clear that although research was being done on
the scope and costs of a concessionary travel scheme, this would not extend to
including any other groups;

‘We already have 50 per cent reductions or better in all local authority areas, but I
want to get a better deal for pensioners and those with a disability, to let them
access services and visit friends and relatives, whatever their income.
Through the bill, I intend to require a minimum level of concession, which the
Executive could raise over time, as circumstances allow. The purpose of the
research is to provide us with detail on the best mechanisms—to consider the
costs and options that can be delivered efficiently and effectively. A consultants
report should be ready by July. Local authorities would be able to provide a more
generous concession than the one I specify, if they so wished.’

… ‘There is scope for the committee to influence the proposals, within tightly
defined boundaries. It is important to be clear: I intend to take powers in the
legislation with relation to pensioners and people with disabilities. There are other
groups of concessionary travel interests for whom I am not proposing to take
powers in the legislation. To that extent I am circumscribing our research.’

Once the outcome of this research is known, ‘resources permitting’ (para. 53,
policy memorandum), the Scottish Executive will set a basic level of concession
for travel within Scotland for pensioners and people with a disability. Local
authorities would still be able to provide a more generous concession within their
area if they so wished. The Executive, as circumstances allow, would be able to
raise the minimum level over time. All responses to the February 2000

48 Note 99/41 Concessionary Travel October 1999
49 Scottish Parliament Transport and the Environment Committee Wednesday 1 March 2000 (Morning)
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consultation50 had welcomed proposals to set a national minimum level, but
authorities were worried about resource implications. Following the research, local
authorities will be consulted about the minimum level, implementation and the
resource issues of the preferred option.

Under Section 68 the orders requiring concessionary travel schemes may specify
the rate of travel concession, days and times when concessions shall apply and
that operators shall be reimbursed for providing travel under the scheme.

The Westminster travel concession plans are dealt with briefly in the last section
of this paper, on page 28.

Bridges

Section 69 allows Ministers to dissolve by Order any body (other than a roads
authority) with responsibility for a bridge and transfer its duties to a Joint Board,
comprised of such local authorities as may be specified.  This board would be
able to bring forward charging schemes to address congestion on the bridge.

The only candidates for the use of this Section are the Forth Road Bridge Joint
Board and the Tay Road Bridge Joint Board, and at present, the explanatory
notes state that the Forth Bridge is the only candidate.

Paragraph 58 of the policy memorandum says the Executive intends to establish a
new board during 2001 to address the transport, congestion and accessibility
issues on the Forth Road Bridge and its immediate surrounding road network
(regular slow moving and queuing traffic during the southbound morning peak).
Daily vehicle flows across the Forth Road Bridge are forecast to increase by a
third by 2006.

Other miscellaneous

Section 70 deals with Blue and Orange badges in disabled persons’ cars
(European Blue badges are being gradually phased in to replace Orange badges),
and makes it an offence not to produce the badge for examination by a constable.

Section 71 deals with school crossing patrols and deletes from the Road Traffic
Regulation Act 1984 the limitation to patrolling ‘between the hours of eight in the
morning and half past five in the afternoon’. It widens the ability of patrols to help
people other than children, allowing them to stop vehicles for other people as well
as children on their way to or from school, and allows an appropriate authority to
site patrols at places and times as it thinks fit.

50 The Executive’s Proposals Scottish Executive Development Department, February 2000
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Section 72 amends the 1984 Act to allow authorities to provide racks for, or
devices for securing, bicycles or motor cycles, rather than just stands or racks.

Part 5 of the Bill gives Ministers the ability to issue Guidance relating to charging
and licensing schemes, QPs and QCs, ticketing and information provision, and in
the preparation of local transport strategies.  It also allows for offences corporate,
allows Ministers to issue Regulations and Orders by statutory instrument, and
deals with interpretation.

The Act will come into force on a day to be appointed by Order, and different parts
may come into force at different times.
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RESERVED MATTERS IN THE UK TRANSPORT BILL

The UK Transport Bill (Bill 8 1999/2000), a Government Bill introduced in
December 1999, has now passed its initial Commons stages and had its Lords
second reading51 on 5 June 2000. This Note is based on the version of the Bill as
introduced to the House of Lords following its Commons stages, HL Bill 64
1999/2000.

The Bill has four parts.  Two are essentially replicated in the Scottish Bill, and
have been dealt with here already, but Parts I and IV of the UK Bill cover reserved
matters affecting Scotland, on which the Transport & Environment Committee has
specifically requested briefing.  These are therefore dealt with in this section.

Part I, the most controversial part of the UK Bill and a reserved matter, deals with
establishing a public/private partnership (PPP) for the National Air Traffic Service
(NATS), currently owned by the Civil Aviation Authority (CAA).

Part II, roughly equivalent to Part 2 of the Scottish Bill, has four main themes.  It
provides for statutory local transport plans, requiring local authorities to prepare
plans for promoting safe, integrated, efficient and affordable transport policies in
their areas.  These must include policies for buses, and this part of the Bill
provides for joint ticketing and bus quality partnerships, setting minimum
standards for improved ticketing and timetable information.  Bus quality contracts
can be used if partnerships prove insufficient.

This Part of the Bill also allows for a national concessionary travel scheme for the
elderly, a matter covered by Part 4 of the Scottish Bill.   But the scheme in
England and Wales is likely to be less generous than the eventual scheme in
Scotland, proposing half fares, and not covering those with disabilities, although
this may be considered under secondary legislation in the future52.

Part III, the equivalent of Part 3 of the Scottish Bill, allows local authorities to levy
road user charges and introduce workplace parking changes.  The Government,
unlike the Executive, is allowed to introduce road user charging where it has
jurisdiction (trunk roads if needed to implement local authority plans, bridges and
tunnels).  Any revenue raised will be ring-fenced for at least ten years for spending
on local transport.  The Scottish Bill places no such time limit on the hypothecation
of revenues.

Part IV deals with reserved matters that affect Scotland by establishing the
Strategic Rail Authority (SRA), a statutory body charged with promoting railway
use (passenger and freight), a railway network and integrated transport.  The Rail

51 HL Deb 5 June 2000 c 925 onwards
52 Government accepts change to concessionary fares start time. Local Transport Today 16 March 2000 p.2
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Regulator remains a separate, but strengthened, body. Scottish Ministers are
given some powers to direct the SRA.

The Bill completed its initial Commons stages with a Government majority of 304
to 159 following a guillotine motion, the Liberal Democrats joining the
Conservatives to vote against the part privatisation of NATS, according to some
reports53.  Amendments accepted or tabled by the Government so far include54

• abolition of the maximum £5 fee for pensioners’ concessionary travel passes and a
9.30 rather than a 9.00 weekday start

• a specific requirement for councils to take into account elderly and disabled persons’
transport needs in their plans

• powers for school crossing patrols to help all pedestrians, not just school children

• one member of the SRA to be appointed following consultation with the Scottish
Executive and another after consulting the Welsh Assembly

• statutory provision for Scottish Ministers to issue non-binding guidance to the SRA for
daytime cross-border rail services.

Liberal Democrat amendments seeking to introduce statutory home zones and
quiet lanes into the Transport Bill have so far been unsuccessful55.

The two major parts of the Bill dealing with reserved matters will be considered
below.

PART I NATIONAL AIR TRAFFIC SERVICES LTD

Under the Civil Aviation Act 1982 the Civil Aviation Authority (CAA), the regulatory
body for the civil aviation industry, must also provide air navigation services over
and around the UK.

In practice, National Air Traffic Services Ltd (NATS), a wholly owned subsidiary of
the CAA, performs this role. NATS is responsible for ’en-route’ air traffic control for
aircraft flying through UK airspace from its centres at West Drayton, Manchester
and Prestwick. NATS also covers a large part of the North Atlantic (the Shanwick
Oceanic Control Area), under arrangement with Ireland.  Finally, it manages air
traffic at most of the major airports in the country and co-ordinates civilian and
military air traffic control with the Ministry of Defence through the Joint Air
Navigation Services Council.

53 for instance Local Transport Today, 25 May 2000 Issue 290
54 ibid, Local Transport Today 13 April 2000 p.12 in brief and Local Transport Today 16 March 2000 p.2
55 Children’s Play Council Home Zones newsletter 2 March 2000
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NATS employs over 5,300 people, including 1,800 controllers and 1,280 air traffic
engineers. In 1998/99 NATS had a turnover of £550 million, of which £449 million
was generated by UK airspace services, £74 million by airport air traffic control,
and £20 million by charges made for the use of the Shanwick OCA.  This all made
the company a profit of £31 million in 1998/9956.  Income derives largely from the
airlines and airports.  In 1999 aircraft passing through UK controlled airspace had
to pay a fee of £50, while the cost for passing through the Shanwick OCA was
£62. NATS also charges airports for providing their air traffic control services,
although at airports owned by BAA plc the airlines pick up the bill for this.

Traffic handled by air traffic controllers at NATS centres increased by 7% from
1998 to 1999. In all, the four NATS area control centres handled over 1.8 million
aircraft movements in the year to March 1999, during which year aircraft
movements were at record levels. Within the overall figure for 1998/99, the biggest
increase (9%) was recorded at the Oceanic Area Control Centre at Prestwick,
reflecting the continuing growth in traffic using North Atlantic airspace.

Reasons for change

NATS is supplying services to the airline industry, while the CAA is regulating it.
It has long been felt that because of this the CAA should be split into two parts;
NATS, responsible for air traffic control, and the CAA, a regulatory and advisory
body. For example, the Commons Environment, Transport and Regional Affairs
Committee has stated that  ‘in order to prevent any possible conflict of interest
between safety regulation and operational responsibility, the CAA's Safety
Regulation Group should be quite separate from NATS’57. In February 2000, the
same Committee reiterated that to effect proper safety regulation, ‘whatever else
is decided about the future of NATS, the status quo cannot remain’58.

In 1993, a Department of Transport, Ministry of Defence and CAA working group
on the future of air navigation services in the UK recommended that NATS should
be privatised. Privatisation was opposed by a number of interested parties
including airlines, concerned that their air traffic control charges would be
contributing to NATS profits. But in 1995 the Conservative Government
announced that NATS would be incorporated, as a means of paving the way for
its eventual privatisation. Although NATS was not in the end privatised by the
Conservatives, it was separated more clearly from the CAA by its establishment
as a wholly-owned subsidiary of the CAA on 1 April 1996.

56 Third Report of the Environment, Transport And Regional Affairs Committee The Proposed Public-Private
Partnership For National Air Traffic Services Limited HC 35 (1999-2000) 17 February 2000

57 Fourth Report of the Environment, Transport and Regional Affairs Committee, Air Traffic Control, HC 360-I
(1997-98), para.79.
58 Third Report of the Environment, Transport And Regional Affairs Committee The Proposed Public-Private
Partnership For National Air Traffic Services Limited HC 35 (1999-2000) 17 February 2000
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In June 1998, the Labour Administration decided that investment and efficiency in
NATS could best be achieved through a public/private partnership (PPP)59 and
following consultation, the proposals were firmed up in July 1999.60

The main argument for privatisation continues to be the considerable investment
NATS will need over the next few years. While in 1999 the company dealt with 1.9
million air traffic movements, NATS expects this to increase to 2.7 million by
201061. During the Second Reading debate62 on the UK Transport Bill, the Deputy
Prime Minister said that investment of £1.3 billion would be required during the
next decade.

This includes £350 million for the New Scottish Centre at Prestwick, at least £190
million to complete the transfer of operations from West Drayton to the New En-
Route Centre (NERC) at Swanwick (see next section), and £150 million to replace
the flight data processing system. The Government has made clear that it will not
directly fund this and the new Public Sector Borrowing Requirement (PSBR) rules
limit the amounts that companies in the public sector are able to borrow by giving
each an External Financing Limit.

The new Scottish Centre (NSC)

In 1997 NATS confirmed its future strategy of consolidating its operations within
two air traffic control centres, the new En-Route Centre (NERC), at Swanwick,
Southampton, and a new Scottish Centre (NSC) at Prestwick, Ayrshire.  The
Conservative Government had first mooted the NSC in 1993 although the plan
until summer 1999 was to build the NCS under a PFI initiative.

In summer 1999 it was decided not to use a PFI contract to build the NSC and
Bechtel Ltd was appointed as a project manager. NATS says it has ‘always been
critical’ of the PFI method, which was likely to be ‘too expensive in the long term,
difficult to integrate into its networks and likely to lock NATS into programmes
under which the designs for a New Scottish Centre and Swanwick would diverge’.
The NSC will instead be incorporated into the proposed Public Private Partnership
for NATS.  Under these PPP proposals, the new strategic partner will be required
to complete the construction of the NSC63.

NATS was given permission by the DETR in February 2000 to sign a contract with
Lockheed Martin to adapt systems being tested at Swanwick for installation at the
NSC, and to invite designs for the new building. (The plan is that with a common
system design at both Swanwick and the NSC, in the ‘unlikely event’ of one
system failing, the other would provide cover.)  These two phases of work will cost

59 HC Deb 11 June 1999, c 637w
60 HC Deb 27 July 1999 c 121 onwards
61 ibid
62 HC Deb 20 December 1999 c530
63 Go ahead for New Scottish Centre, NATS news release 14 February 2000
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£50 million and £10 million, respectively.  The Chief Executive of NATS, Bill
Semple, said this had brought an end to ‘years of uncertainty’ and would let NATS
plan a ‘state-of-the-art air traffic control centre for Scotland’64.  A provisional
operational date for NSC is winter 2006/7.

The NSC will manage air traffic in Scottish air space from the English border to the
Northern Isles, plus most air traffic crossing the North Atlantic from the southern
tip of Iceland to the Azores. 530 staff are employed at Prestwick; including 216 air
traffic controllers, 165 air traffic control assistants and 90 engineers. The centre
currently handles 823,000 flights a year, projected to rise by around 7% a year.
NATS is the second largest contributor to the Ayrshire economy.  Outline planning
permission has been obtained to develop the 33-acre site alongside the existing
centre.

The House of Commons Environment, Transport and Regional Affairs Committee
considered the delays and problems at Swanwick, and, briefly, the views of
Unions and others regarding PPP in its Third Report of 1998/99. 65

Provisions in the Bill

Clause 1 of the UK Transport Bill defines the duties of the CAA, NATS and
Secretary of State under the new regime. The CAA will remain the single regulator
for aviation with responsibility for safety regulation, economic regulation and air
navigation (the effective use of airspace by commercial, military and leisure
users).

Clause 3 of the Bill seeks to make it an offence for a person to provide air traffic
services unless authorised to do so by an exemption or by a licence granted either
by the Secretary of State or by the CAA with the consent of the Secretary of State.
The Government intends to grant a licence for the provision of ‘en route’ air traffic
services, and exemptions to providers of airport air traffic control services.

The Bill provides for a public-private partnership between the Government and a
‘strategic partner’ from the private sector to deliver air traffic services provided by
NATS.   To do this Clauses 38-62 of the Bill set out detailed provisions allowing for
the transfer of the ownership of NATS from the CAA to the Secretary of State, the
strategic partner and NATS employees.  The transfer schemes may specify
particular obligations and also deal with the transfer of any assets and liabilities.

Under Clause 35 the Secretary of State at the DETR will have powers to issue
directions in the interests of national security or international relations and in times
of war or great national emergency.

64 ibid
65 Third Report from the Environment, Transport and Regional Affairs Committee, The Future of National Air
Traffic Services, HC 122 (1998-99)
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The proposed privatisation of NATS took up much of the Second Reading
debate66 on the UK Transport Bill.  The Conservative spokesman John Redwood
claimed that the net proceeds from privatisation after covering the company’s
debts would be only £15m.    Dr Gavin Strang, who said he was speaking on
behalf of over 50 Labour backbenchers, stated that he wanted to see NATS
remain in public ownership on security and safety grounds, and had moved an
amendment on the matter.

Details of the Bill’s NATS provisions, and the responses of interested bodies to the
Government’s proposals, are given in House of Commons Library Research
Paper 99/102, The Transport Bill, Part I National Air Traffic Services67.

PART IV STRATEGIC RAIL AUTHORITY

The Railways Act 1993 paved the way for the privatisation of British Rail, creating
Railtrack to run the infrastructure (a government owned company which was later
sold to the private sector) and 25 train operating companies providing passenger
services, franchised to 12 private sector operators.  The Government said it would
subsidise franchisees for providing socially important services.  Companies bid for
franchises partly on the level of subsidy they would require to run services, which
in some cases became negative towards the end of the franchise period, so in
effect paying for the right to run a franchise.  A rail regulator and franchising
director would regulate the industry.

Some of the problems with this fragmented railway system were identified in A
New Deal for Transport68.  This proposed a remedy largely in the form of a
Strategic Rail Authority (SRA), to be formed from the British Railways Board and
the office of passenger rail franchising in the first instance69. The powers of the rail
regulator to require and enforce investment would be altered and strengthened. A
‘shadow’ SRA has already, of course, been established.

The accompanying Scottish White Paper, Travel Choices for Scotland,70

recognised that while the UK Parliament would have overall control of railway
regulation throughout Great Britain, rail provision in Scotland needed to be
overseen by the Scottish Parliament and Executive.  To this end, it proposed that

The Executive should be able to issue instructions and guidance regarding fare
and service levels to the SRA in relation to passenger rail services which both start
and end in Scotland; and on managing the ScotRail franchise

66 HC Deb 20 December 1999 c530
67 13 December 1999
68 DETR A New Deal for Transport, Better for Everyone Cm 3950 July 1998
69DETR press release 799 30 September 1998 Prescott Announces Sweeping Measures On The Railways To
Put Passengers First
70 Cm 4010, July 1998 Scottish Office
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The Executive would be responsible for funding rail services in Scotland. In 1997-
98 the ScotRail franchise involved payment of some £246m from the Exchequer,
some £101m of already the public expenditure responsibility of The Scottish Office
in respect of the passenger rail services in the Strathclyde Passenger Transport
Authority area. The balance, currently the public expenditure responsibility of
DETR and the Office of Passenger Rail Franchising (OPRAF) would be
transferred to the Scottish Executive.

The Executive would be able to issue instructions and guidance in respect of
ScotRail sleeper services, so long as these did not impact adversely on the SRA’s
costs or operations. It would also be able to issue non-binding guidance in respect
of other cross border services.

The Scottish Parliament would have legislative competence to determine the
extent of the rail and bus responsibilities of Strathclyde PTA/E and of any new
such bodies. It will also have legislative competence over the powers for the
promotion and construction of new railways in Scotland.

The Welsh Assembly has called for an all-Wales rail franchise, similar to the
ScotRail franchise.  The House of Commons Welsh Affairs committee, while
considering the impact of the Westminster Transport Bill on Wales, and more
specifically the powers of the National Assembly in relation to the SRA, has
seconded this71.  The Committee also called, in the longer term, for an SRA for
Wales and mentioned the lack of any mechanism to resolve disputes between the
SRA and the devolved institutions.

Rt Hon Dr Gavin Strang MP has claimed that the amendment to the Bill allowing
statutory provision for Scottish Ministers to issue non-binding guidance to the SRA
for daytime cross-border rail services will be insufficient to reconcile possible
disputes between the SRA and Scottish Ministers72.

Provisions in the UK Bill

The current Westminster Bill follows on where the Railways Bill 1998/99 (Bill 133
1998/99), which did not complete its Parliamentary stages, left off.  Clause 189 of
the UK Transport Bill establishes the SRA as a non-departmental public body.
This means that fines or payments received will not go to the Treasury, but,
according to the Deputy Prime Minister during the second reading debate73 will be
‘reinvested in the railways’.

Clause 190 states that the SRA shall have a chair plus between 7 and 14
members, one of whom shall be appointed after consultation with Scottish
Ministers.  This follows an amendment to the Bill as introduced.

Clause 193 set out the ‘purposes’ of the Authority, which are;

71 House of Commons Welsh Affairs Select Committee Second Report 1999/2000 HC 287 The Transport Bill
and its Impact on Wales 6 March 2000
72 Local Transport Today, In brief, p.12 13 April 2000
73 HC Deb 20 December 1999 c530
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(a) to promote the use of the railway network for the carriage of passengers
and goods,
(b) to secure the development of the railway network, and
(c) to contribute to the development of an integrated system of transport of
passengers and goods.

Clause 194 states that the Authority must formulate a strategy to fulfil these
purposes, but must consult Scottish Ministers, the National Assembly for Wales,
the Regulator, and such other persons as the Authority thinks fit before doing this,
and while keeping the strategy under review. Further, the Authority shall act in the
way best calculated to, inter alia, protect the interests of users of railway services,
contribute to the achievement of sustainable development, promote efficiency and
economy on the part of persons providing railway services, and promote through-
ticketing and similar measures.  It shall have regard to safety matters, to the
needs of persons who are disabled and to environmental matters.

Transport 2000 has called for the SRA to be given a duty to promote integration
between the railways and other transport, especially bus services.  It also wants
the SRA, which will have power over land transferred from the British Railways
Board, to be required to consider whether this would be useful for park and ride or
freight schemes, and to be prevented from selling it off74.

Clause 196 states that Scottish Ministers may give the Authority-

(a) directions and guidance in relation to services for the carriage of
passengers by rail which start and end in Scotland and are provided under a
franchise agreement,
(b) directions and guidance in relation to services for the carriage of
passengers by rail which either start or end in Scotland, include sleeping
facilities and are provided under a franchise agreement by a person who also
provides services within paragraph (a), and
(c) advice in relation to services for the carriage of passengers by rail which
either start or end in Scotland and are provided under a franchise agreement
(other than services within paragraph (b)).

The SRA need not to comply with these directions if this would be inconsistent
with its main purposes and manner of exercising its functions, or if this would
require money not provided out of the Scottish Consolidated Fund, or if any other
railway services would be adversely affected.

House of Commons Library Research Paper 99/105, The Transport Bill, Part IV
Railways75 deals further with the railway provisions in the UK Bill.

74 Stephen Joseph writing in Transport Law and Policy Volume 4 (3) January/February 2000
75 13 December 1999
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APPENDIX – NATIONAL TRANSPORT FORUM

The National Transport Forum for Scotland first met in October 1997.  Its
members serve for three years, and 37 individuals were invited to join,
representing local authorities, transport operators, transport infrastructure
providers, transport user groups, environmental groups, business organisations,
transport academic expertise and disabled transport users.

The forum was intended to advise Ministers on developing the White Paper on
Integrated Transport Policy, on the Strategic Roads review and the link between
air quality and transport. The Forum met around twice a year, chaired by the
Transport Minister, but with sub-groups examining particular issues76. Minutes are
taken of meetings on a non-attributable basis. Previous sub-groups have
considered freight transport, bus policy, rural issues, and environment indicators.
Sarah Boyack established a sub group to look specifically at replies to Tackling
Congestion (op cit)77.

After the UK Government proposed a Commission for Integrated Transport78, it
was envisaged that, as far as Scotland was concerned, the Commission would be
able to advise on reserved matters and the Forum on devolved matters. The
Commission for Integrated Transport is a smaller body, with members selected for
the breadth of their expertise, rather than as representatives of particular interest
groups. Also, each Scottish-based member of the Commission for Integrated
Transport would also be invited to join the National Transport Forum for Scotland.

In January 1999 the Scottish Office sought views79 on whether there was still a
need for a National Transport Forum for Scotland and if the establishment of a
Scottish Parliament, possibly with a select committee on transport, would make its
role redundant. This would allow the Scottish Executive to decide the Forum’s
medium to longer-term role; this is yet to be decided.

The Scottish Executive’s legislative proposals for the present Bill, after being
published in February 2000, were discussed with the National Transport Forum
sub groups on regional partnerships, buses and road charging.

If you have any comments or questions about this Research Note, please contact Patsy Richards
on extension 85370 or patsy.richards@scottish.parliament.uk.

Research Notes are compiled for the benefit of Members of Parliament and their personal staff.
Authors are available to discuss the contents of these papers with Members and their staff but
cannot advise members of the general public.

76 Scottish Office News Release: 0160/9830 January 1998
77 Executive News Release: SE0272/99 10 August 1999
78 Chairman David Begg, see http://www.cfit.gov.uk/
79 Travel Choices for Scotland: Regional Transport Partnerships and the National Transport Forum for
Scotland Consultation paper Scottish Office January 1999
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